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Personal Statement
I'm a games artist which likes to create worlds that people want to explore. I’m
motivated by this because I get to explore these worlds in great detail by being a
creator. I like to think about the story and setting of the work I'm making, as well as
research and reference all the details I can. This lets me treat my work seriously as well
as making it enjoyable.
I have a formal art education with a 3D Games art BA degree at the University of
Hertfordshire. Before that I used to create various Quake 3 maps as part of the E+
Mapping team, I was also briefly part of the source modding team that created age of
chivalry (when I was at college).
I enjoy watching and talking about movies, going to the pub with friends, playing video
games, anime (this inspired me to teach myself Japanese language which I’ve been
practicing for about 3 years 初めまして!), Epee fencing and good food.
Overall I love creating game art and will always having a neverending passion to create
truly awesome video games!
Skills and Knowledge
Software:
Maya and 3ds max, Substance Painter, Substance Designer, Photoshop, Zbrush,
Speedtree, World Machine, Marvelous designer, Keyshot, Marmoset 2, Morpheme,
UE4, UDK, Cry-engine, PerforceClient.
Skills:
Highpoly to low poly workflows for modeling and texturing. Supported normal and trim
style modeling. Texturing using procedural and bespoke practices. Lighting with dynamic
and baked schemes. World building and level breakdown (including modular and
organic environments). An understanding of various shaders and technical aspects of
how a game engine renders a scene.
Qualifications
3D Games Art Degree BA (Hons) 1:1 “University Of Hertfordshire”
Graphics and Multimedia design National Diploma 3x lvl 3 Triple Distinction “Barnfield
College”
Art and design BTEC 1st diploma Merit “Barnfield College”
Physics AS level “Manshead Sixthform“
8 GCSEs with C or above (English, x2 science, math)

Experience and projects
Currently working at Creative Assembly as an environment artist. I worked on Halowars
2 from preproduction all the way up until release and Im currently working on an
unannounced project. I’ve spent roughly 3 years at CA. During my time, I’ve created all
manner of art assets, with many colleagues, teams, departments.
I worked at Supermassive Games as a level designer on the game UNTIL DAWN for the
PS4. 7 months during 2014. My Responsibility was to Create scripted animations for
interactions and cinematics and also create design documentation for animators so they
can make the relevant assets.
In university I worked on two team projects I am proud of.
Whispers of Rei (Interactive Japanese horror VR experience in CryEngine) My final 3rd
year major project as part of a team of 4. The game went on to win the best playable
game at the “University of Hertfordshire” filmday awards. 2014
Thorn (Scifi side-scrolling game In UKD) 2013, this was a 2nd year project which was
nominated best game at the “University of Hertfordshire” filmday awards. 2013
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